COSTCO BEST PRACTICES
Costco is often cited as one of the world's most ethical companies. How does Costco, as described, match up to the
â€œbest practicesâ€• explained in the video?.

Those things do happen. Hurricane Irene is shown over the Caribbean Sea in a satellite image from August In
Montana, a storm produced mile-per-hour winds. There's no shortage of opportunities for storm chasers. The
focus of the system is to create value for the customers not investors. While other stores may have
occasionally lower prices on their loss leaders, Costco has permanently capped its margins to ensure that
members can justify paying for a membership. How happy your people are would decide how happy your
business is. He also remained its CEO from to Both cultures of control and cultures of indifference make
many people feel unsupported, left out and lonely. According to Montana-based storm chaser and National
Weather Service meteorologist Cory Mottice , experienced chasers know to fear traffic more than the weather.
Few do, however. The senior officials at Costco even claim that people will bang their doors down to work at
Costco. Whether it is in terms of the products and prices or in terms of customer service, the focus is always
on creating the best quality. Little is done to motivate the workforce and employees generally are affected by
stress and low morale. Costco announced Q1 earnings on Dec. Jim Sinegal is the perfect example of how the
tone at the top sets the tone for the entire company. The bottom line is that difficult conversations and
questions can be gifts in disguise. It provides its employees with better health benefits and other benefits too.
We got caught in the core of that one. That is what Walmart has lost sight of. In reality, the brand name
products at Costco are sold at a much lower profit margin than the With the company's stock price and
international locations growing year-over-year, it looks as though Costco has figured out to retain store
members and market investors, alike. Focus is on collaboration and not pushing the employees to deliver more
than they can. The vision of Costco is that the organization helps people make ends meet, helps businesses be
more efficient and serve customers better, and is a positive force in the communities where its warehouses
reside. The end goal for grocery store owners is to bring shoppers into their store and sell them other items at
higher price margins.

